Abstract: Queens dowries were of central importance for their capacity of action. So far, however, they have not been studied extensively or comparatively. The case of queen Elionor of Sicily, wife of Peter IV the "Ceremonious", allows a detailed reconstruction of the development and functions of her estate based on a wide documentary corpus which has not yet been analysed systematically. Also the concrete administration of her domain can be reconstructed very precisely in this particular case, allowing us to determine its position and functions within the framework of the monarchy as well as the agency of the queen.
INTRODUCTION
Despite recent studies on medieval queens and their agency, the development and administration of the queenly dos has not yet been analysed suffi ciently. While this subject has been analysed in some depth for earlier periods, the later Middle Ages have been studied less intensively. Furthermore, there has been no comparative analysis of the development of the queen's estate 2 . This is a signifi cant hiatus, since the nature of the dowry seems to have changed in the course of the high Middle Ages: during this time, the dynasty gained importance over the individual, reducing the queen's control over her goods to a mere usufruct 3 . Despite these restrictions, the dowry still could serve as the basis for the queens to pursue an independent policy 4 . With this material foundation, queens were able to carry out actions in all political fi elds, even including military activities 5 . To preserve this capacity, it was essential to keep the queenly domain together and to control it. The queen's domain was not fi rmly established but depended on the personal relation between the monarchs; it could be endangered by changes of government following the death of the queen's husband 6 as shows the example of Leonor of Castile (1307-1358) after the death of Alphonse IV (1327 -1366 . The prospective value of the marriage was also a factor in determining the endowment of the queen-to-be 7 . The marriage between Peter IV of Aragon, the "Ceremonious" , and Elionor of Sicily in 1349 was valued very highly, since it entailed the possibility of increasing Aragonese infl uence in Sicily. We might expect Elionor's dowry, therefore, to have been considerable. Despite its signifi cance, however, this case has not yet been studied. Salvatore Fodale analyses the marriage negotiations and the initial endowment of Elionor -without considering her possible participation in the negotiations- 8 . Ulla Deibel provides a survey of the queenly goods, but her perspective is selective rather than systematic 9 . Mark Meyerson studies the administration of the Jewish aljama of Morvedre and the queen's motivation for protecting it. He concludes that the principal reason for the protection of the Jewish community by Elionor of Sicily and Maria de Luna was the preservation of its economic potential, thus maintaining an important source of income for the monarchy 10 . Both queens carried out this policy with success, especially Elionor, whose measures restored the aljama after the War of the Two Peters (1356) (1357) (1358) (1359) (1360) (1361) (1362) (1363) (1364) (1365) (1366) 11 . The present article analyses the development of Elionor of Sicily's goods and their administration offering an insight into the function of the queenly goods in the framework of the monarchy as a cooperative institution 12 .
The case of Elionor of Sicily is suitable for a broadly based empirical examination of queenly dowry, drawing particularly on the, particularly the chancery registers in the Crown of Aragon Archives which have not yet been analysed systematically 13 . The development of the queen's domain can be traced accurately in the four volumes of chancery registers Pro Regina Elionore (ACA, C, reg. 1534 (ACA, C, reg. -1537 . The fi rst and last volumes (ACA, C, reg. 1534 and 1537) cover her entire reign (i.e. 1349-1375) and even contain some documents issued after the queen's death. Besides the administration of the domain they also contain documentation and correspondence concerning the marriage negotiations with Sicily and the fulfi lment of the testament. These two volumes are the original registers which were kept continuously and in chronological order. The documents in reg. 1534 date mostly between 1349 and 1361, while reg. 1537 covers Elionor's entire reign 14 . With one exception, these volumes contain no duplicate documentation. The two other registers (1535 and 1536) date from 1368 and mainly record the development of Elionor's domain up to this moment 15 . Together, they contain 110 documents many of which are duplicates. However, the two volumes differ greatly in some aspects and complement each other. Reg. 1535 concerns mostly the beginnings of the administration of the queen's domain in 1349, while reg. 1536 records subsequent documentation 16 . Taken together, all four registers make it possible to reconstruct the queenly dowry, as far as it pertains to the royal domain, and to examine the ups and downs of the queenly domain of Elionor of Sicily in detail 17 . Since in most other European regions the source basis for such a study is scarce or even virtually inexistent, the results of this case study (and other possible studies based on the documentation of the Crown of Aragon) might have a much broader relevance for other European regions and could serve as reference for a comparative study of the subject of queenly dowry 18 . 16 ACA, C, reg. 1535 is missing f. 40 and due to the critical condition of reg. 1534, 1535 and 1537, several documents are at least partially illegible. Therefore, duplicated documents are cited after reg. 1536. 17 Other negotiations were not taken into account, see below, part 3 for Molins de Rei and Sabadell. 18 Cf. Jaspert 2015, pp. 123-124. 19 Four documents were added afterwards; they date between 1370 and 1373.
DEVELOPMENT OF ELIONOR'S GOODS UNTIL 1368
The amount of Elionor's dowry can be reconstructed primarily from 19 documents which date from between 1349 and 1373. As initial dotation, Elionor should have received Tarazona, Teruel and Jaca with Candanchú in Aragon, and Collioure and Thuir in Roussillon, with an income of 10,000 Barcelonese pounds (200,000 solidi) 20 . Apparently, the income from the assigned places was insuffi cient, since the list of places actually transferred by the king to his wife in fact additionally included Canfranc and the marketplace of Biescas near Jaca, as clarifi ed by the dotation-charter from 27 September 1349 21 . However, the total income of 10,000 Barcelonese pounds remained the same. The concept of a coherent queenly domain can already be found at this point because the same properties had already been possessed before by preceding queens. Elionor of Sicily was to own the domain with the same conditions as her predecessors and to receive it free from any obligations 22 . Elionor was guaranteed tax sovereignty, while the king renounced his right allowing her to tax the Jewish and Muslim aljamas which would be free from other taxes. The inhabitants were obliged to swear loyalty to Elionor and her offi cials (homagium et fi delitatis iuramentum). Peter IV also guaranteed the income of the domain, should it be diminished, for instance as a consequence of war, promising her to substitute the losses from his own goods. A solemn dotation charter was issued in duplicate -one copy was to remain with the king and the other one with the queen-23 . There is explicit mention of two separate courts of the king and the queen respectively. Therefore, Elionor maintained an independent and fully functional household since the beginning of her reign. Furthermore, another function of her court, or at least her chambers, can be traced in this diploma: it served as a centre of 20 See the report of the envoys Galceran de Bellpuig and Llop de Gurrea about the negotiations in ACA, C, reg. 1535, f. 1r [1], here f. 6r. The fi rst fi ve folia are in very critical condition so that many aspects of this detailed report cannot be understood; on the modifi cations of the dowry see Appendix table 1. 21 ACA, C, reg. 1534, f. 12r [1] = reg. 1535, f. 12r [1] = reg. 1536, f. 1r [1] . 22 ACA, C, reg. 1536, f. 1v: "que omnia teneatis, habeatis et possideatis et recipiatis integriter et complete, prout melius et pinguius nos et predecessores vestri (Sic) tenere consuevimus aut prout perfectius preterite Regine Aragonum tenere consueverunt dictas civitates, castra vel alia loca eis pro camera seu dodario assignata"; on f. 2v the two previous spouses of Peter IV, Maria of Navarra and Leonor of Portugal, are mentioned as anterior proprietors of the places. 23 Furthermore, the importance of this diploma is emphasized by two other aspects: fi rst, the king swore not only by the Gospels as customary but also by the Holy Cross and, second, it was attested by at least eleven witnesses (ibidem, f. 4r). In accordance with the Ordinacions of Peter IV, a privilege should be witnessed by the fi ve noblest persons present at the court, Gimeno et al. 2009, p. 125 29 . At the beginning of 1350, the king conferred Biota and El Bayo to his spouse. Previously these places had belonged to Juan Ximénez de Urrea, but they had been confi scated for crimes against the crown because of his participation in the Union of Aragon 30 . However, the grant to Elionor contained a clause reserving Peter's rights. After the birth of two sons and their survival (without any temporal specifi cation) both towns were to revert to the king 31 .
24 ACA, C, reg. 1536, f. 4r: "que fuerunt acta in camera dicte domine Regine regalis regii civitatis Valencie (sic)". See Jaspert 2015, pp. 101-102 for the queenly palace as "familiäres Pendant" to the royal palace in its function as power centre.
25 ACA, C, reg. 1536, f. 5r [1] : "cum sint propter mortalitates pestiferas nunc elapsos et alias a valore solito minorati, ad ipsas decem mille libras Barchinonensium (...) non ascendunt". About the effects of the Plague see Vilar 2001, pp. 214-216 . More recent investigations differentiate its consequences; see Furió, García-Oliver 2007, pp. 248-255; Sabaté 2015, pp. 80-83. 26 . The count had purchased the town on 6 October 1340 for 11,500 Barcelonese pounds cum instrumento gratie, through which the monarch could re-acquire the possessions 34 . This stipulation was included in the donation to Elionor, meaning that the town was not permanently her possession. Probably due to this restriction, a royal confi rmation of the purchase was necessary, and Peter IV issued it before leaving for Sardinia in order to subdue the rebellion of the Judge of Arborea. The purchase price of 407,000 Barcelonese solidi agreed to by Elionor and the count of Empúries was considerably higher than the price for which he had originally acquired the town. In the event of the re-acquisition of Llíria by the king, the count was to refund the difference to the queen 35 . Elionor also redeemed several towns and villages of the county which Malgaulí (Ponç VI), the last count of Empúries from the original dynasty, had pawned to pay the dowry for his wife Isabella, a daughter of Frederick II (III) 1970-1971, pp. 367-370. A series of donations began four years later, which were executed between 1358 and 1366 and must be considered in the context of the events during the war against Castile. From the pawned goods of the countess of Terranova, Elionor redeemed several places in the kingdom of Valencia: Alcoi, Barxell, Gorga, Travadell and Xirillent. In return for the redemption of these towns, Peter IV assured Elionor their possession for her lifetime. In the event of her death, however, the goods in question were to return to the crown entirely. The donation to Elionor was justifi ed by the special marital relation guaranteeing that the goods would not fall into foreign hands because the royal couple was considered to be of one fl esh 37 . Therefore the queenly domain could be considered as an extension of the royal patrimony; or rather that both possessions formed a unit. In autumn 1358 the king donated the castle of Montcada with all its revenues at his will (dum nobis placuerit or ad nostrum beneplacitum) to his spouse. This donation was made twice: on 23 of September and again on 10 of October 38 . Their contents differ in two key aspects. The fi rst version refers to the nullifi cation of a rent (violarium) which Peter IV had bestowed upon Gonçal de Castellvell in 1348. The king compensated him by conferring on him an alcaydia in the kingdom of Valencia. This reference is missing in the second version, where the oath of loyalty to be rendered by the inhabitants of Montcada is highlighted. More important is the motivation to issue the second version which was that the transfer of the castle to the queen's dominion guaranteed a greater chance to preserve the goods for the heirs 39 . The queen therefore occupied a central role in preserving the economic basis of the monarchy. Her dominion was secure because -in contrast to the princes-she could not alienate goods of the royal domain.
Especially important for the development of the queen's domain was the donation of revenues of the assassinated stepmother of Peter IV, 37 39 ACA, C, reg. 1536, f. 39v: "dum merita assignata vestri, illustris Alienore Regine Aragonum, consortis nostre karissime, accendimus dumque vestra placibilia obsequia intra nos debita meditatione pensamus dignum valde reputamus et congruum, ut vos, dicta Regina, nostris donis atque gratiosis favoribus pre ceteris decoremus potissime cum ea, que vobis conferimus, non a nobis speramus, set nostris heredibus potius conservemus".
Leonor of Castile 40 . Due to the wars against Genoa and Castile, the revenues of Tarazona, the Jewish aljamas of Borja and Vilafranca del Penedès, the coin of Jaca and the lezda of Collioure had suffered severe losses. Peter IV was therefore obliged to compensate his spouse according to the original dotation. On 27 April 1359 he donated Alzira, Morella, Morvedre and Xàtiva (kingdom of Valencia) and Calatayud and Huesca (Aragon) 41 . Further, on 20 February 1360, Peter IV gave the revenues of Montblanc, Tàrrega and Vilagrassa, all revenues from civil and criminal jurisdiction, and the revenues of the Jewish and Muslim aljamas in return for the revenues of the aljamas of Besalú, Cervera, Girona and Vilafranca del Penedès, which Prince John received instead. With this change, the king wanted to express his gratitude to his spouse without further specifying this motive. Probably his thanks referred to her actions as royal lieutenant in 1359, while Peter IV himself was in Mallorca fi ghting the Castilian fl eet. Only a short time before, Montblanc, Tàrrega and Vilagrassa had been returned to Peter IV by count Henry of Trastámara, the later King Henry II of Castile and at this point Aragonese ally in the war against Castile. In his donation to Elionor, Peter made the proviso that he might confer these properties once again on the count of Trastámara, and in such an event he assured his wife a compensation of the same amount of revenues from other properties 42 . Montblanc, Tàrrega and Vilagrassa also originated from the domain of Eleanor of Castile. Both donations conferred on Elionor the right to appoint the baiulus of the towns, following the royal provisions made to her predecessors. Peter IV arranged that copies of the relevant documents be handed over to the queen.
She did not possess Montblanc, Tàrrega and Vilagrassa for a long time, because they were restituted, with her approval, to Henry of Trastámara in December 1362 after the counsel of the Corts of Monzón. In return she received the revenues from the Albufera of València and rent revenues from the Jewish aljama of Barcelona 43 . One week later, Peter IV added the incomes 40 The donation was carried out twice, on 27 April 1359 in Barcelona (ACA, C, reg. 1536, f. 42r . As a consequence, the queenly incomes had depreciated in such a manner that she hardly possessed the means to maintain her familia. This donation did not become effective immediately, however, because the widow of Ferran, Maria of Portugal, had to be compensated for the loss of her dowry. This process dragged on until June 1373 and proved costly for the monarchs, who agreed to pay a compensation of 60,000 fl orins to Maria of Portugal 47 . Elionor contributed 10,000 fl orins to this sum and was to receive several properties from the Infanta in return which already had been transferred ten years before 48 . After the death of Elisenda de Montcada, widow of James II and founder of Pedralbes, Elionor received from her domain the rights in Tortosa. Montgrí on his wife 49 . The occupation of the queenly domain by Castilian troops again was used to justify the donation, but once again, mention was made of rewarding Elionors merits. She received the right to appoint the Baiulus in each of the towns and the right to accommodate herself in the royal palace. At the same time, i.e. in July 1364, she was compensated with the castle of Sant Martí de Sobirats for her losses in the war against Castile 50 . The last donation for the queenly domain took place in May 1366, when Peter IV conferred anew Montblanc, Tàrrega and Vilagrassa as well as all other places which Henry of Trastámara had received from the Aragonese king: Castelló de la Plana, Ricla, Tamarit de Llitera and Vila-real are mentioned. In addition, the king guaranteed an administration according to the wishes of the queen granting her the right to appoint all offi cials freely and assuring the confi rmation of her appointments 51 . Until the mid-1360s Elionor's patrimony continued thus to be enlarged, but the increment largely compensated for the previous losses in the course of the war. The inventory of her properties represents an ideal state, which was never achieved in reality, as Peter IV later confessed frankly.
Several aspects stand out in the described donations. Firstly, a certain number of towns and villages were given to the queen, which can be seen to have belonged to a queenly estate already established in the mid-fourteenth century 52 . Further, the king adhered to the original marriage-treaty and compensated Elionor for the losses -or at least he tried to do so-. Also the towns used as bargaining chips in the negotiations with Henry of Trastámara were to be maintained in the queenly estate. Contractual fi delity was not the only factor which motivated the donations to Elionor -they were also used to express the king's gratitude to his wife-. The most important factor infl uencing the goods was the war against Castile. But already in the original dotation, the effects of the Plague can be found as cause for the modifi cation of the queenly domain.
REVISION OF THE ESTATE IN 1368 AND FURTHER MODIFICATIONS
Despite the above-mentioned obvious diffi culties during the war, the continuous modifi cation of the queenly goods caused animosity towards Elionor. The changes led the fama publica to the assumption that the queen received and hoarded (thesauritzare) an excessive amount of money. This 49 opinion was apparently widely spread and was probably considered to be common knowledge 53 . In order to refute it, in 1368 King Peter established a committee consisting of his treasurer, Ramon de Vilanova, the escrivà de ració, Pere de Margens, and the lieutenant of the Mestre Racional, Bernat dez Coll. The investigation was to determine the actual level of queenly revenues and transfer an eventual surplus to the royal budget for free use 54 . Its results were presented in the council (in pleno consilio) and indeed ascertained a considerable increase in Elionor's income amounting to a raise of over fi fty percent in comparison to the original dotation 55 . On the other hand, the committee discovered that a great part of the goods -nearly half of them-had never actually been transferred to Elionor, and that she had never received any benefi t from them. The reason was that Peter IV himself had given them away to other benefi ciaries or sold them 56 . Among these places was Torroella de Montgrí, which had been sold by Elionor to Prince John's tutor, count John of Empúries -only one week after she had received it herself-57 . Some of the newly donated possessions had never yielded any profi t but rather required money for their maintenance 58 . Igualada had been destined for the sustentation of the royal chaplains 59 . 53 On the fama publica see Wickham 2001, pp. 16, 21-22; Schubert 2001, pp. 117-118; Moos 1998, pp. 39-40 . For the criteria for the fama publica, see Krötzl 1998, pp. 497-501. 54 Despite the above mentioned problems, Elionor's revenue amounted to 337,800 Barcelonese solidi. Its geographical provenance was very diverse; its greater part came from the kingdoms of Aragon and Valencia 60 . 200,000 solidi originated from the ancient chamber (la sua cambra antiga). Another 70,000 solidi had been orally conferred by Peter IV to Elionor as additional payment for the maintenance of her court 61 . But the expenses had also increased signifi cantly, explaining why a corresponding raise in income had become necessary. Two further items augmented the expenses: First, an annual payment of 25,000 solidi to the infanta Joanna 62 , and second, 10,000 solidi for the regular payment (quitacions) of the courtiers of her daughter-in-law María de Luna. Elionor also had to provide incomes for her daughter of the same name and Prince Martin, whose revenues were insuffi cient to maintain his own court. Additionally she had to cover extraordinary expenses for her own needs to maintain her status reginalis 63 . For this reason, Peter IV conceded the difference of 32,800 solidi and justifi ed this increase of the queen's income, justifying this with the higher costs arising especially from the poor climatic conditions and the subsequent lack of provisions 64 . The use of the term status reginalis in this context clearly indicates a specifi c condition of the queen and her material status 65 . During the remaining eight years of Elionor's reign the fl uctuations of the goods slowed. First, Peter IV returned Tàrrega, which Felipe de Castro and his wife Joanna had received from count Henry of Trastámara for 60 The data which Ulla Deibel gives are not entirely correct: for Valencia it is too high by the power of ten and for Aragon it does not take into account the exchange rate between the two currencies; Deibel 1928, p. 430 . The fl uctuating exchange rate was considered in the original calculations (ACA, C, reg. 1535, f. 57r: "Suma major d'açò a que pugen les dites rendes dels lochs damuntdits e d'aljames e altres drets, faent compte dels jaccenses cabals ab barchinonenses com uns anys ab altres cabals se cambien jaccenses ab barchinonenses"). A similar distribution of the revenues can be found in the income of Violant of Bar, but with a higher contribution from Catalonia; Ledesma 1979, p. 144 72 ACA, C, reg. 1574, f. 86r-v: "idcirco nos habentes ratum et gratum quicquid per dictum nostrum thesaurarium vobis promissum extitit super hoc, ut inferius continetur, serie presentis gratis et ex certa scientia et ex pacto predicto et bona fi de convenimus et promittimus vobis et the remaining 104,000 solidi to Elionor in return for which they would be free from any oath. This stipulation would come into force as soon as the price had been paid 73 . In the end, the sovereign was to receive a rent of 2,000 solidi from Sabadell and Arraona but without paying a price for them. Peter IV complemented this purchase with the donation of the fountain Rossella, which was carried out at the end of 1366 74 . The interest which the inhabitants of the towns had in this deal was probably that of gaining a higher legal security, and, on a long-term basis, the reduction of taxes. Shortly after the purchase, Elionor confi rmed all stipulations she had agreed within the purchase. Further, she confi rmed all privileges and included a general pardon -excluding capital crimes which were to be sentenced with the death penalty-. She also obliged herself not to hinder the transfer of the places to the royal jurisdiction 75 . In this case, integration into the queenly estate proved to be an indirect but successful form of incorporation into the Crown 76 . It followed a typical pattern: the inhabitants contributed the required fi nancial resources, at least partially, and received in exchange certain rights from the Crown, such as inalienability 77 . Thus, the case of Sabadell and Arraona was not particular, only that the queen was essential for the realization of the exchange and, especially, the establishment of the municipal privileges.
Elionor did not possess the two places for long, because the exchange with Sant Martí Sarroca was carried out in 1370 78 . She received this castle as free property (per proprium, liberum et franchum alodium). Additionally, she renounced two debts which Peter IV owed her since 1350 and 1366 respectively. The only condition stipulated from her part in the exchange contract was the inalienability of Sabadell and Arraona. This clause is included twice in the contract emphasizing its importance to the queen. Although Peter IV issued another privilege in the same year confi rming this right, its defi nitive implementation must be attributed to Elionor 79 . It was crucial for the consolidation of Sabadell as a municipal entity and as an extended marketplace 80 . The essential role of the queen in this exchange is apparent in the king's acceptance of the status quo: the sovereign linked the inalienability to the confi rmation of all privileges which had been issued by his spouse, or by Berenguer de Relat as her procurator. Due to the strategic acquisition of Sant Martí Sarroca as personal property, Elionor was able to reduce the risk for her goods being affected by Peter's own politics.
The last assignment in favour of the queen's estate was Cocentaina in Valencia, coming to her from the possessions of Beatrix of Xèrica, who held the town in fi ef from Peter IV . Despite these concessions, Matha complained to Peter IV about the infringement of her rights in Manresa as well as her insuffi cient endowment. The queen-to-be argued that she could not maintain her court with these revenues. Whether this is true or a dramatization, as Deibel assumes, cannot be clarifi ed at this point 85 .
From 1368 until Elionor's death in 1375, the queenly estate neither increased substantially nor suffered great losses. A considerable expense at the benefi t of her husband was the annual levy of 30,000 solidi which she started to 79 . The formalization of the agreement was carried out roughly half a year later without mentioning reasons for the stipulation because it was not considered proper (quibusdam ex causis, quas exprimere non opportet). However, the document states that the sum should only be paid as long as the queen agreed (dum nobis placuerit). In addition, Elionor insisted on a receipt written by Peter IV himself 87 . Payment took place regularly during the following years 88 . In this way, Elionor contributed to the royal fi nances with a continuous payment that nearly equalised the rise of her revenues which had been agreed shortly before. The fact that Elionor would only accept receipts which had been written personally by the king indicates a certain precaution on her part, and is possibly a sign of alienation between him and her spouse.
After Elionor's death, her dowry was to return to the royal patrimony. Yet, this event was more complex, because she left several properties to Prince Martin as her universal heir which should have been returned to the king: Alcoi, the valley of Seta, Barxell, Xirillent, Gorga and Travadell originating in the inheritance of the countess of Terranova. Additionally, she left Llíria, which had been confi rmed by Peter IV as free property. All those places could be re-acquired by the king or his heir as they were entitled (sicuti eis licet). But for this case Elionor stipulated the acquisition of rents in secure places in the kingdom of Valencia for the prince, which should amount to the same sum 89 .
COOPERATION AND COMPETITION: ADMINISTRATION OF THE QUEENLY DOMAIN
In what follows, this article shall consider the agency of the queen in administering her estate. As landlady, she controlled it and could, in principle, take all decisions autonomously 90 judge; she could also decide fi scal matters independently. Tax remissions in particular can be found quite frequently, due to the poor climatic conditions or damages caused by war. But the most direct infl uence could be exercised via appointment of offi cials. Additionally, by confi rming the privileges of her predecessors, the queen became a link in a chain of royal landlords and landladies. In this way, she was integrated on a very essential level in the continuity of the monarchy. But the queenly domain shall not only be analysed from this internal point of view, but also with regard to the relations with other members of the royal family. As already mentioned in the case of Matha d'Armagnac, confl icts between members of the family could arise when their goods were affected. Those problems required a solution within the royal family.
One important aspect in the administration was the continuity of the rights in the domain, as expressed by the confi rmations of privileges and personnel decisions. Several examples demonstrate Elionor's involvement in a wide range of affairs. She could issue confi rmations of privileges autonomously without prior involvement of the king. For instance, she confi rmed the Poor Clares of Calatayud an annual rent of eight fanecae salt and 500 solidi of Jaca originating from the saltworks of Piedra. Originally, these had been granted to the convent by king James II 91 . Peter IV also confi rmed the donations of his predecessors shortly after his accession to the throne 92 . The text of the three privileges is inserted in the confi rmation granted by Elionor 93 . After her death, the king confi rmed the rights partially, that is, the 500 solidi, following the diploma of his wife 94 . A new and at the same time fi nal reference to the queenly privilege can be found in king John's I confi rmation of the revenues, which was issued in the same year of his accession to the throne. All subsequent confi rmations approved the rights without detailing the names of every predecessor 95 . In sum, the queen formed part of a continuous royal administration, although not all of the diplomas issued by her were relevant to later confi rmations. 91 The income from salt was donated on 9 August 1303, ed. López 1918, p. 182. The queen already seems to have been involved in this donation, since the order to issue was given by her chancellor. King James II granted the 500 solidi on 9 July 1325 (reg. 227, f. 199r [2] , both issued in Calatayud). 92 Personnel decisions display the collaboration between the monarchs on a more practical level. The donation of the Muslim aljama of Eslida, mentioned by John Boswell, fi nally proved void, just as that of many other places. It is not exactly clear when the donation had taken place. However, the terminus ante quem is king Peter's mandate to the Muslims of Eslida from 31 March 1365, ordering that oaths of loyalty be given to his spouse in the presence of her procurator Guillem Colom
96
. Roughly half a year later Elionor released the Muslims of Eslida and Castro from their oath to her and ordered them to renew it to Bonaventura, wife of Pedro de Xèrica. At her petition, Peter IV had restituted Eslida 97 . Elionor's dominion over these places was only temporary and yet there is an interesting piece of evidence for administrative activities on her behalf in Eslida. Peter IV had granted Ivanyes Sebastià, rewarding his good services, a license vendendi vinum in eodem loco christianis ac etiam sarracenis 98 . At the petition of the recipient, Elionor confi rmed the license and mentioned explicitly that she had received the place previously by royal donation 99 . The chronology of the two documents indicates that Eslida had already belonged to the queenly estate for three months. The fact that Ivanyes Sebastià strove for royal approval fi rst, may be due to that it had been transferred to the queen only recently. Nevertheless a confi rmation by the queen seemed necessary. This mechanism is even clearer in other cases, for instance in the confi rmation of the alcait of the castle of Seta in Valencia. Before the castle was given to Elionor, Peter IV had bestowed this offi ce on Pero San Pérez de Albarnella as gratifi cation for his services. Later he requested that the queen confi rm the nomination 100 . But the administration was not always conducted harmonically, and sometimes led to confl ict which could arise between all members of the royal family. Elionor and her son John engaged in litigation in 1370 over a fi ne arising from a court decision. This originated in a quarrel between the inhabitants of Tàrrega, which belonged to the queenly domain, and Granyena de Segarra, which formed part of the county of Cervera and therefore belonged to the Infant. Both Elionor and her son claimed the fi ne amounting to 96 Boswell 1977 , p. 206 n. 43. 97 ACA, C, reg. 1573 , Barcelona, 1365 October 10: "emperò, per tal com lo dit senyor Rey ara novellament a suplicació de la noble e amada dona Bonaventura, muller que fon del noble don Pedro de Exèrica ça enrera, la qual abans que·l Rey de Castella ne ses gents haguessen occupats los dits castells e lochs, aquells tenia e possehia per ses drets, ha provehit que·ls dits castells e lochs sien restituyts e tornats a la dita dona". See also in this affair ibidem, f. 167v [1] to the "alcaydi et castellani" of the places in question. 98 2,500 Aragonese fl orins, but after hearing the counsellors from both sides, Peter IV decided in favour of Elionor and sentenced John to pay back the sum 101 . This was not the only dispute between the queen and her son. Three years later, the prince, or rather his offi cials, infringed upon her rights once more, this time in the Jewish aljamas of Valencia and Calatayud. In October 1373 the queen complained to John about excessive demands for accommodation for his offi cials and those of his spouse Matha d'Armagnac. Elionor informed him about a letter of Peter IV in which the king had sent him information about the usual contributions from the Jews. Further, she asked John to repay all excess funds and to punish insubordinate offi cials. Finally, she forbade any interference in the jurisdiction over the aljama such as some offi cials had planned according to her information 102 . One year later she had to appeal again to the Infant because he had again demanded money from her aljamas -this time 1,700 fl orins from Valencia and at least 1,000 fl orins from Calatayud, to which the Jews of Morvedre were to contribute 300 fl orins-. She prohibited her equerry and bailiff of Morvedre, Bonafonat de Sentfeliu, from forcing the Jews of Morvedre to pay the sum to her son 103 . Additionally, to prevent the extraction of money, Elionor forbade John to request money from the aljama of Morvedre or from any other aljama. She stressed her displeasure with the prince's actions and emphasized that the aljamas belonged to her domain emphasizing that John should demand nothing from these without her approval 104 . This command was repeated in the letter to the Infant himself as well in that to her bailiff. In the latter she also mentioned king Peter's displeasure with the situation 105 . This internal confl ict in the heart of the royal family shows the queen in a relatively weak position faced with the aggressive and illegitimate assertions by her son. She had recourse to the authority of her husband to prevent John from interfering in her domain, or rather, to put an end to the incursions. At least partially, seems to have been impossible to settle these confl icts at an informal level. Rather they required a formal settlement involving the king as a higher legal authority.
Despite these frictions, mother and son collaborated in the administration. For instance, Elionor asked John to act as judge in Morella in a letter from March 1374. The case referred to Domingo Cubells and Johan Archayna who had been accused of different crimes. The fi rst had spread rumours about the municipal government at the prince's court and caused unrest in the town. The latter had been accused among other things of counterfeiting and had been arrested by the Justicia of Morella. The Infant, however, had asked for his extradition. In the case of Domingo Cubells, Elionor requested that John conduct a careful investigation and pass sentence on the matter. According to the queen, this was necessary to protect the cosa pública, whose heads were the king and the prince, from malicious people 106 . She also demanded the restitution of Johan Archayna to the Justicia so that he might judge the case. In any case, the queen desired a punishment for the accused if they were found guilty because she wanted her city to be kept in good order 107 . Elionor's explicit attribution of the Infant as head of the government alongside his father is crucial in this letter. However, she asked for the cooperation of her son without renouncing her say in the case by demanding that the accused be handed over to the local authority.
Tensions between the royal couple arose over their goods, especially over the queen's revenues and their use in funding the war. The queen pawned her jewels and silverware several times in order to contribute to these expenses. Already at the beginning of the war, in April 1357, Peter IV asked his wife to provide 50,000 Barcelonese solidi in this way 108 . Several days later the king renewed his plea with more emphasis specifying that the recruitment of troops depended upon her fi nancial contribution 109 . Direct resistance to these demands by Elionor cannot be proven, but the repeated letter with a more extensive justifi cation points to reservations and hesitations on her part. Another letter, sent shortly thereafter, shows her opposition more clearly. Peter IV had to appease his wife with regard to her tax income from the Jewish aljama of Teruel. He assured that the Jews would pay the normal taxes regardless of the special contribution of 10,000 solidi which he had requested from them, and asked for her cooperation by pawning her silver and jewels. Elionor had expressed her displeasure with Peter's tapping the resources of her aljama and also feared she would not be able to collect her complete incomes. King Peter countered by referring to his need and tried to dispel the objections by guaranteeing her revenues notwithstanding the circumstances of war 110 . Open opposition is not documented in the following years. Yet this did not mean the end to Royal initiatives to gain fi nancial support from the queen. Once more, in 1361, Peter IV requested that Elionor contribute 100,000 solidi to pay the war expenses. One half was to be raised from her revenues of Teruel and the other half from pawning her jewellery. Furthermore, he asked her to send the sotstesorer, Guerau Sespluga, to the kingdom of Valencia in order to raise funds from the former possessions of Leonor of Castile. Again, the king tried to smooth the way for his demand by arguing that he preferred to turn to his spouse for support in a time of need rather than to other persons 111 . Even if Elionor's protest could not prevent the use of her goods to fund the war, Peter IV at least considered her opposition and acted more cautiously.
The restitution of Eslida and Castro to Bonaventura also demonstrates that the queen displayed at least passive resistance to the plans of her husband 112 . Elionor reacted in a similar manner in the case of the restitution of Montblanc, Tàrrega and Vilagrassa to count Henry of Trastámara. This measure had been decided by the Corts of Monzón but it could not be carried out without the approval of the queen. According to a mandate dated 20 December 1362, she agreed to the restitution at the petition of Peter IV out of love for him and appointed the royal secretary Jaume Conesa as procurator for the transfer of the towns to the count of Trastámara. She also released the inhabitants from their oath of loyalty 113 . De jure, as the mandate states, the transfer was not possible without the approval of the queen. Elionor may not have had a real choice in this case, however, and her only option was to consent to this fait accompli.
110 ACA, C, reg. 1150, f. 266r 
CONCLUSIONS
At the beginning of her reign, Elionor did not dispose of her own property but only of the goods from her dowry. Later her domain received other properties from four different sources. The major part came from the original endowment by Peter IV and was identical with the possessions of his former wives, Maria of Navarra and Leonor of Portugal. That the original dotation was understood in this way is indicated by the label cambra antiga applied in 1368. Those goods were handed down to subsequent queens and thus formed a basis for a queenly domain, comparable to the Casa da Rainha or Terras da Rainha in Portugal 114 . Further, the domain received possessions from the legacy of widows of previous kings, above all from Leonor of Castile, but also from Elisenda of Montcada. Those goods can be included in those of the aforementioned group. A third part came from the goods of rebels, that is, the possessions of Prince Ferran
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. Finally, Elionor bought property that was partially included in the domain and partially in her private possessions, which she left to Prince Martin. During the acquisition of Sabadell and Arraona she favoured the incorporation of both settlements into the Crown, supporting a general tendency of the Catalonian cities and towns to seek royal protection -even though those privileges were frequently violated by the monarchs themselves-
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. In her determination to achieve this goal, Elionor tried to strengthen the royal domain and thus showed considerable political foresight. The cases of Sabadell and Arraona were not isolated; as lieutenant, the queen tried to follow a similar political course concerning Crown possessions. Instead of selling them, she pawned them using the carta de gràcia. Elionor stipulated in such cases that, should the Crown repurchase the alienated goods, these should henceforward remain a royal possession. Whether she was acting as consort or as lieutenant, she pursued the same policy and tried to conserve the royal domain.
As outlined above, the development of the estate can be divided into three phases following its modifi cations: the fi rst phase started with the dotation and ended with the expedition to Sardinia, from September 1349 114 Jaspert 2015, p. 104; Rodrigues 2005 Rodrigues , pp. 143-145, 2007 Rodrigues, Santos 2010, p. 212 . The revenues from the towns in question were also of importance in other marriage negotiations: in the 15 th century, Fraga, Berga and Llíria served as pawn for the payment of the dowry of Leonor de Aragon, bride of Duarte of Portugal, see Rodrigues 2007, p. 5; Ledesma 1979, pp. 138-139. 115 Here can also be included the goods of local people living in the domain, which were sold on behalf of the queen. These, however, did not augment the domain but rather gave the queen a one-time fi nancial benefi t and therefore have not been treated in the present article.
116 Sabaté 2015, pp. 88-89. until May 1354. During this relatively peaceful time (at least the wars did not affect the Iberian kingdoms of the Crown of Aragon directly), the queen's possessions were relatively stable and were complemented only to guarantee the original amount of income. The second phase covers the period between 1358 and 1368. It is characterised above all by variations in the estate in consequence of the war against Castile, culminating in the revision of the queenly domain by a commission appointed by Peter IV, and the confi rmation of the revenues. During the third phase from September 1368 until Elionor's death in 1375, the domain was modifi ed only a few times these changes however were substantial: the goods were concentrated in the kingdoms of Aragon and especially Valencia. The dominant position of these domains in the queenly estate was not initially apparent, but developed during the reign. The donation of goods was justifi ed with different motives. First of all it must be pointed out that Peter IV showed a remarkable contractual fi delity -at least de jure-. The preservation of the initial endowment was used several times as a justifi cation to compensate the queen with other goods. A second motive was gratitude for the birth of the successor to the throne, John. The same cause was later used as justifi cation although the donation referred to Elionor's merits. Despite the increase after the marriage, its enlargement was by no means excessive 117 . The king's reasons for modifying the queenly estate can similarly be divided into four different factors. First, at the beginning of Elionor's reign, the Plague diminished the revenues and led to the donation of other places. Climatic adversities were a further natural cause, which, like the Plague, did not diminish the domain itself but rather the revenues. The second factor is also a natural cause, albeit a personal one. Elionor was to return Biota and El Bayo to Peter IV after the birth of two sons 118 . This stipulation made the domain partially dependent upon a biological infl uence which could not be planned. Third, social, or rather, dynastic obligations affected the queenly domain, as demonstrated by the renunciation of Berga and the transfer of the income of the aljama of Calatayud to the Infant John for the endowment of his wife Matha d'Armagnac. Finally, political or military developments were the most important factor which affected the domain. Chief amongst these was the war against Castile, although this was no isolated case 119 .
In principle, Elionor's goods and revenues were subject to strong fl uctuations similar, for instance, to the modifi cations of the dowry of Eleanor of Provence, spouse of Henry III of England 120 . In contrast to this case, Elionor could at least dispose of the incomes and, additionally, she tried to resist efforts to reduce her possessions 121 . In addition to her own expenses, Elionor had to support other (female) members of the royal family as well as the king himself. The income confi rmed in 1368 must therefore be considered as the maximum amount with which she was expected to cope with all her duties, that is, with which she had to maintain the status reginalis according to her social position. Thus, this sum included a buffer to compensate for possible losses. The great number of tax remissions issued during Elionor's reign demonstrates that such a buffer was necessary. The status reginalis was a serious criterion for the dotation of the queen although it could not be strained too much.
Regardless of the real stock of the domain, the queen could be subject to attacks, as shown by the examination of her goods in 1368, which remarkably referred to the fama publica. Although it is unclear which accusations had been made, they seemed to have been substantial -although the possibility remains that the reference to public opinion may have been used as a pretext by Peter IV to initiate this process-. If this term in the diploma is considered as an authentic expression, it highlights the precarious situation of the queen who could be delegitimised by public opinion 122 . Not even the exceptional circumstances during the war and the fact that Elionor acted as royal lieutenant who organised the military logistics could spare her the open discussion of her wealth 123 . Rather she stood under public observation 124 . However, the attacks did not necessarily arise from misogynous opposition, but should rather be understood as a concrete attack against a political person, aimed at weakening the base for Elionor's actions in form of her domain 125 . Besides, this case shows another function of the queen: she was supposed to act as moral example. An accumulation of excessive wealth was not befi tting 120 Howell 1987, pp. 382-383. 121 Ibidem pp. 380-381, 383, 390; Fößel 2005, p. 41. 122 Wickham 2001, p. 26. 123 Bernat Metge explicitly emphasizes in his panegyric poem Lo somni her role in the war as her most important merit; see Cingolani 2006, p. 242. 124 For instance, the Corts of Monzón requested information about the revenues from King Peter IV and, additionally, from the queen and the Infants. Although he did not feel obligated to meet this demand, the king fulfi lled it and ordered Berenguer de Relat (reg. 1180, f. 184v [2] , Monzón, 1362 December 11: "e jassia que per ventura nós a açò no fóssem tenguts, emperò volem-los-en complaure en aquest cas") as well as the lieutenant of the Mestre Racional, Bernat dez Coll, and the royal treasurer to prepare a survey (ibidem, f. 184r [1], 184v [2], same date). 125 On the political signifi cance of rumours (fama), see Schubert 2001, pp. 119-122. to the image of the queen and this divergence from the norm was publicly attacked 126 .
The queenly goods were used to help bear the war expenses, although not in the same measure as the royal domain, which was sold on a large scale to fund military activities. But because Elionor's domain served also as a bargaining chip for negotiations, its position is ambivalent. On one hand it served as a reserve fund that could be tapped when necessary to replenish a depleted treasury 127 and, therefore, was always potentially at risk. But on the other hand, the queen's estate was seen as a better way to preserve goods for the heirs. This was not mere rhetoric, but a serious political goal since the domain was not put up for sale -rather its incomes were used or Elionor's jewellery was pawned-128 . Hence, the preservation of the properties for the heirs appears to have enjoyed a high priority and the queen supported this objective by her own policy. Nevertheless, this principle was under severe strain due to the course of the war. This combination of competing pressures, and the ambiguous position of the queen as landlady, vassal and spouse, reveals an inherent tension in her position between dependence and autonomy.
The concrete administration of the domain displays a similar situation. As landholder, the queen was relatively independent and, at least de jure, an equal member in line with other royal landlords. Still, her position was not taken for granted, but she had to defend it, even against other members of the own dynasty. In this sense, Elionor's interaction with her husband and the Infant John was probably the most delicate task because it required a great deal of negotiation skills within the social construct which formed the royal family. Even though Elionor formally acknowledged her subordinate position to the king and his successor as head of the cosa publica, she actively infl uenced the discussions and decisions. While the relation between king and queen was essentially based upon negotiation, the queen enjoyed a considerable authority over her sons. However, it was not strong enough to clarify every situation that arose, so that the king had to mediate at times. Altogether, even in the administration of her own domain, queens were faced with a diversity of situations to which they had to adapt and react. If they wanted to pursue their very own interests and defend their rights even in face 
